This article presents a probabilistic methodology for estimating oil and gas reserves. This methodology takes into account the uncertainties of important variables present in the economic evaluation of reserves, such as oil and gas production, prices, and operational costs. In addition, this paper seeks to understand the impact of oil price changes in the behavior of costs in the long term. It also presents a case study that will allow identifying and analyzing the results of the implementation of the methodology. The results show the importance of evaluating and quantifying the uncertainties in the economic evaluation of the reserves, as well as the need to consider the effect of oil price changes in operational costs. It points out, therefore, an alternative to estimate reserves, according to a probabilistic approach, which can significantly impact the volume of oil and gas economically recoverable that is disclosed by an oil company.
Introduction
The estimate of oil and gas reserves is one of the main processes for a company that operates in the petroleum sector. However, this process is particularly complex because it has a high degree of uncertainty in the estimate and projection of variables present in the economic evaluation of production.
In recent years, there has been an industry's effort to consider and quantify the uncertainties in predicting oil and gas production. Probabilistic approaches for assessing the economic variables within the process of reserves estimation, such as prices, investment, and operational costs are also recurring themes in the industry. However, the economic evaluation of production and therefore the estimate of reserves, continues to be performed predominantly by deterministic methods (Finch et al., 2002) .
It is also noted an industry's effort in modeling the dependence between different variables involved in reserves estimation. However, studies that analyze the dependence between variables in the development of models of risk analysis occur mainly in the financial media (Accioly, 2005) . Thus, the reserves evaluation still needs an improvement in the consideration of the dependence of variables involved in this process.
Among the variables involved in the evaluation of reserves, the operational cost appears as an important variable to determine the economic limit of production of an oil field. Therefore, this variable is crucial in the estimate of oil and gas reserves.
One of the exogenous factors that most influence the behavior of operational costs is the oil price (Bradley and Wood, 1993) . Thus, modeling the dependence between price and cost is essential in the process of estimating reserves. This paper presents an enhancement for the probabilistic evaluation of the reserves, which takes into account the dependence relation between the operational cost and the oil price which represent key variables for the reserves estimation.
Criteria and Classification for Reserves Estimation
Procedures for estimating reserves are discussed for over seventy years. However, this issue remains a subject of debate and studies to date. This occurs due to historical revisions in the estimated volumes, emergence of new technologies and regulatory laws (Harrel et al., 2005) .
In an attempt to unify and standardize the estimation of reserves, criteria and guidelines have been developed and disclosed to the industry for decades. The joint effort of some organizations resulted in the development of a single guide with guidelines for the classification and evaluation of reserves and resources. In 2007 this guide was released and is known in the industry as the SPE/WPC/AAPG/SPEE Petroleum Resources Management System (SPE-PRMS).
The classification system SPE-PRMS (2007) is plotted in Figure 1 . SPE-PRMS (2007) presents three reserves classes: proved, probable, and possible. In incremental terms, the classes are: 1P, 2P, and 3P. The class 1P represents the proved volume. The class 2P is the sum of proved and probable volumes and the class 3P is the sum of the proved, probable, and possible volumes.
When probabilistic methods are used, a low, a better and a high estimate of volumes are calculated. There should be at least a 90% probability that the volume to be recovered equals or exceeds the low estimate, a 50% probability that it equals or exceeds the better estimate, and a 10% probability that it equals or exceeds the high estimate. These three volumes are associated with the 90 P , 50 P , and 10 P cumulative percentiles, respectively. It is also important to mention the criteria adopted by the U.S. government agency Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) which are used by companies that hold shares on New York Stock Exchange. Recently, changes in the oil and gas industry caused the SEC to update these criteria. The transformation occurred mainly due to the development of new technologies to explore and produce oil.
One of the main changes in the criteria of the SEC (2009) was that the agency started allowing the use of probabilistic methods to estimate the reserves. This modernization, which is also part of the motivation for developing this article, is causing companies in the sector to rethink and reshape the way they estimate the reserves.
Nowadays many companies follow the two criteria for estimating reserves, the SPE-PRMS (2007) and SEC (2009) . The first is mostly used for internal decisions and portfolio management, while the second is used for the purpose of compliance with regulatory laws (Etherington, 2009) .
Economic Evaluation of Reserves
The estimate of oil and gas reserves necessarily requires an economic evaluation. In both SPE-PRMS (2007) guidelines and SEC (2009) criteria, the definition of reserves considers the issues of commerciality and economics. For the company to declare a volume of hydrocarbon as reserves, it must demonstrate commitment to deploy or to proceed the development project that allows the production of the fluids.
Thus, there must be a cash flow with the forecast of variables such as oil and gas production, prices, investments, and operational costs.
Once the cash flow has been built, the economic evaluation can be performed and the economic limit can be determined. As the life cycle of an oil field can last for many years, the economic limit can be found at the production and operation or marginal production phases. In these phases, operational costs are dominant and are therefore key factors in determining the end of the economic life of the field, and so the reserves.
Hence, the forecast of the operational cost in the long run and its dependence with other variables is a matter of great importance for the activity of estimating reserves. Nystad (1981) was one of the pioneers in raising the question of the role of oil price in the forecast of costs, and named the phenomenon after price-effect-cost-escalation (PECE). Afterward, Bradley and Wood (1993) made use of the phenomenon PECE presented by Nystad (1981) to consider the effect of change in oil price in the forecast of operational costs.
According to Bradley and Wood (1993) , the behavior projected of the operational costs varies depending on two factors. The first is related to changes in the operational activities in the short term. The authors called this factor cost drivers. The cost drivers, according to Bradley and Wood (1993) , are composed by production costs, such as fuel and chemical products, costs that vary with the number of wells, and costs that are fixed in the short term.
The second is characterized by long-term economic forces, called cost accelerators. The cost accelerators are represented by exogenous forces that can change the cost behavior in the long term. Among all cost accelerators, this article will highlight the oil price as one of the most important for predicting long-term operational costs. This happens because the price change can significantly affect the industry, leading to changes in the cost of services.
Evaluation of the Relationship between the Operational Cost and the Oil Price
The price-effect-cost-escalation (PECE) phenomenon is defined as the response of the cost in terms of a change in the price of oil. Thus, ( In order to investigate and model the relationship between oil prices and operational costs, it will be used in this article the method of Simple Linear Regression (SLR). The oil price index will be called in this research explanatory variable, or variable X. And the index of operational costs will be called dependent variable, or variable Y. An index is understood as the ratio of the operational cost or oil price at the instant t and at the initial instant i .
In stochastic terms, the regression equation is expressed as:
where i μ denotes the residual term or
. It will be used the method of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) in order to find the parameters that define the angular coefficient 2 β . In the general context of regression problems and based on the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) it is reasonable to assume that the estimator 2 β follows a normal distribution. Therefore, it will be estimated the mean and variance of this important variable that represents the PECE module.
Historical time series of oil price and direct operational cost of production have been used to estimate the PECE module. The source of these time series is the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) available data in the year 2010. The data refer to fields located in the Gulf of Mexico and onshore U.S. locations. Thence, the PECE module will be estimated separately for offshore and onshore fields.
In general, offshore fields present more complex structures of production and more elaborate logistics plans. The transport of people and products is often more expensive, as well as surface and sub-surface equipment maintenance, and intervention for wells restoration. Thus, the producing cost of offshore fields may have different behavior from the costs of onshore fields.
According to Porter (1980) , there are basic competitive forces that drive industry competition. Among these forces we can point out the bargaining power of suppliers. Offshore operations, such as well interventions, are often carried out by services companies. The necessary technology to perform such operations is not dominated by many companies. Consequently, the bargaining power of suppliers tends to be high. On the other hand, in onshore environments, this power is reduced, since the operations are relatively simpler, so there are more companies competing to provide the services. This different level of competition can be one of the causes that lead to different elasticities of costs and prices in onshore and offshore fields.
Through the historical values of the operational cost indexes (CI) and oil price indexes (PI) between 1994 and 2009, it can be verified in the scatter plot in Figure 2 that there is a positive correlation between the two variables. In general, inasmuch as there is an increase in the oil price index, a growth of the operational cost index is observed. The regression of one variable on another, that is to say, of the cost index in the price index, allows us to estimate the expected value and the variance of the PECE module ( ) 2 β . The results are shown in Table 1 . 
Probabilistic Methodology of Reserves Estimate Considering the Price-Effect in the Projection of the Operational Costs
This paper proposes a methodology to estimate the reserves of an oil field, following a probabilistic approach that also incorporates the effect of oil price changes in the operational costs. To this end, it is necessary to follow two steps described below:
Step 1: Get the input variables of reserves estimate process In this methodology, the evaluation process of estimating reserves requires eight variables described as follows: oil rate With respect to the production rates, there are fundamentally two different philosophies to be applied for estimating recoverable volumes. One is known as "incremental approach", which is risk-based philosophy, while the other is an uncertainty-based philosophy and it is referred to as "cumulative approach" (Ross, 2001) .
According to this methodology, the production rates ought to be estimated in accordance with a philosophy based on uncertainty. As a result of applying the uncertainty-based approach, we obtain a probability distribution of the volume of oil and gas that will be produced. Hence, it is possible to determine the volumes of oil and gas related to different levels of uncertainty.
Regarding the oil and gas prices, this paper proposes an autoregressive model of order 1, so that the values of oil and gas prices will depend only on the values taken at the instant of time immediately preceding and on a noise at an instant t . Therefore, the predictive models of oil and gas prices will be represented by the equations, VC will be considered non-stochastic. The fixed and variable operational costs will be preliminarily estimated only by cost drivers. It will then be considered the cost accelerator, the oil price, which will modify the operational costs over time due to changes in the oil price.
Step 2: Estimate of Probabilistic Reserves
Once we have the estimates of the eight input variables it is possible to construct annualized cash flows that will serve as a tool for economic analysis. Through these cash flows it will be possible to find the year of abandonment of the field, and thereby to estimate the reserves.
However, this methodology requires the construction of different cash flows. This is due to the fact that, among the input variables, there are different production forecasts, each one associated with a different percentile of the probability distribution of oil and gas volumes.
It is also considered in this methodology the uncertainty of the price variable, which behavior is modeled by the autoregressive process. This modeling will result in different price trajectories.
In addition, one of the input variables is the PECE module, which is a random variable. This variable can take on different values of a Normal distribution.
This methodology proposes an iterative process where it will be considered different production rates and price trajectories. In addition, through Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), random drawings of values from the PECE module will be held, which will make the operational cost escalation.
The algorithm for the estimation of oil and gas reserves is presented below:
For 
Case Study
The case study to be presented in this paper describes the evaluation of an oil field, the field A, in which the data were adapted in order to maintain the confidentiality of the information.
Field A is an oil and associated gas offshore field. The production is scheduled to begin in 2013 and the company has a concession to operate this field until 2061.
There is also the prediction of water injection in field A, which will serve as the method of secondary recovery in order to maintain the reservoirs pressure and to increase the oil swept efficiency. This method has not yet been tested in field A, however analogies have shown good results.
The forecasts of oil and gas production in field A were estimated according to a probabilistic approach that used a stochastic simulator jointly with a reservoir flow simulator, so that the distribution of probability of the oil and gas recoverable volume has been generated.
The recoverable volumes related to different percentiles have been extracted from the probability distribution. For each recoverable volume, there is one curve of annualized flow rate of oil and another of gas.
The graphs in Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the behavior of the oil and gas production, respectively. For the variables oil price and gas price it has been used the autoregressive model of order 1. It was necessary therefore to estimate the trends o φ and g φ , and the expected value and standard deviation of the noises t a (oil) and t b (gas).
For this purpose, it has been performed a Simple Linear Regression of the historical series of the oil price. In this study, the trend will be constant throughout the whole life of the field and, moreover, it will be the same for the behavior of both oil and gas prices. The Sum of the Squares of the Residuals (SSR) of the linear regression was also used to estimate the standard deviation of the noises t a and t b . So as to simplify, the expected value of the noise will be considered zero. It is important to note that the methodology for estimating the trend and standard deviation of the noises is extremely simplified in this work. However, more robust oil and gas price forecasting methods can be used in the proposed algorithm.
The growing trend of oil and gas prices and the standard deviation of the noises are shown in Table 2 . The graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the behavior of the different trajectories of the oil and gas prices, according to the autoregressive model. As previously mentioned, the investment will assume constant values, i.e. no uncertainties will be considered in the estimation of this variable, and therefore it will not be assigned a probability distribution for it. The disbursements are scheduled to be held from 2012 until 2016.
The input variables related to the operational cost, in principle, are those estimated considering only the cost drivers. That is to say, it will not be considered uncertainties in the estimate of these operational costs and therefore it will not be assigned probability distributions to them.
The operational costs are divided into fixed and variable costs. So as to simplify, in this case study the fixed costs are constant throughout the whole life of the field and variable costs are directly proportional to the flow rates of annual production. Figure 7 illustrates the behavior of the sum of fixed and variable operational costs for field A. P5  P10  P15  P20  P25  P30  P35  P40  P45  P50  P55  P60  P65  P70  P75  P80 P85 P90 P95
Figure 7: Sum of Fixed and Variable Operational Costs
In order to perform the operational cost escalation over time depending on changes in the price of oil, it will be used the PECE module. It will be used therefore the values shown in Table 1 for offshore fields. Regarding the PECE module, samples of its Normal probability distribution will be randomly selected through Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS).
Results
Once with the estimates of the input data, it is possible to calculate the annual profit of the cash flow resulting from the combination of all variables in the model. The combination of the entire model generates different cash flows. This occurs because in the case study we considered all the 19 production rate cases. We also considered 100 oil and gas price trajectories. Finally, by the MCS, 100 values from the Normal distribution that characterizes the PECE module were sampled.
The combination of all these variables, in conjunction with the operational costs and investments, generated 190,000 cash flows. As a result, the economic analysis generated different economic limits for the field and different values of reserves.
Accordingly, these reserves volumes are associated with a frequency of occurrence. As a result, a final histogram can be built and the reserves cumulative percentiles 90 P , 50 P and 10 P are obtained. The Figure 8 shows the final histogram of the reserves volumes for field A. The volumes 90 P and 10 P represent respectively the proven and the total reserves of the field. The volume 50 P represents the sum of the proven and the probable reserves. Table 3 provides the estimates of field A reserves. In order to portray the importance of considering the escalation of the operational costs due to the variation in the oil price, field A reserves were estimated in two distinct ways: with and without the random variable PECE module. The former performed a correction in the operational cost according to the variation in the oil price and the results are shown in Table 3 . The latter keeps the operational cost unchanged, even with the change in the oil price. That is to say, through this analysis, it is possible to identify how much the reserves of field A can be changed depending on the consideration or not of the priceeffect on operational costs. Table 4 compares the estimated reserves with and without the price-effect on the behavior of the operational costs. It is noteworthy that there is a reduction in reserves when considering the effect of price on the behavior of the operational costs in the long term. In this case study, this result is due to the fact that the price trajectories that have been generated are predominantly growing. In this optimistic scenario of prices, when considering the escalation in operational costs due to higher oil prices, the expenses of cash flow become higher. In this case, the economic limit of the field tends to be anticipated.
If the projection of the oil price were pessimistic, i.e. decreasing over time, the price-effect on operational costs would result in a higher reserve estimate, since the costs would be reduced, easing the cash flow expenditures. Consequently, the year of abandonment of the field would be postponed and the reserves would be more optimistic.
Conclusions and Recommendations
One of the main indicators of a company engaged in the exploration and production of oil sector is the volume of oil and gas reserves. However, estimating this volume is not a trivial task. Due to uncertainties in the economic, geological and engineering factors, the estimate of reserves represents a complex process.
The use of a probabilistic approach to estimate the reserves allows the attainment of the volumes on a more robust and accurate way, since it evaluates and quantifies the uncertainties associated with the projects. Nevertheless, this approach offers a greater complexity when compared with the deterministic method.
Therefore, this paper contributes to the development of a probabilistic methodology for estimating reserves covering both the uncertainties in forecasting production and in the economic evaluation.
An additional contribution of this paper was the consideration, in the proposed methodology, of the dependency relationship between two important variables in the process of estimating reserves: the oil price and the operational cost. When estimating the reserves volumes, a company should aim to faithfully represent the behavior of these variables in order to obtain a reliable estimate to be disclosed to the market.
But it is important to point out opportunities of improvements and other matters for the development of future works. The first of them refers to the evaluation of the relationship between the oil price and the operational cost. In this study, this relationship was considered linear and, moreover, the effect of price on costs was considered of the same magnitude in both positive and negative variations in the oil price. It is suggested, therefore, to study nonlinear and more complex models that better translate this relationship of dependency.
Besides this simplification, another possible improvement is related to the fact that it has been evaluated and modeled only the dependency for a pair of variables, the price and the cost. Other variables such as investment and production have not been considered dependent on any other variable. Therefore, it is necessary to deepen the issue of the dependencies between other variables present in the economic evaluation of oil and gas production.
Finally, another point of improvement is the modeling of the trajectories of the prices. In this work we chose to use an autoregressive model in which there is the need to estimate a trend and the mean and the standard deviation of the Normal distribution that characterizes the noise. Estimating these parameters for the behavior of the oil price in the long term is extremely complex and, therefore, in this research we used a simplified procedure, the Simple Linear Regression. It is therefore suggested that in future works more sophisticated methods are studied.
